The Present State of the ‘Third Quest’ for the Historical Jesus: Loss and Gain

The so-called third quest for the historical Jesus, which traces its origins from work done by scholars like E.P. Sanders in the mid-1980s, has been a source of controversy since its inception. The most controversial of all its manifestations has been the group known as the Jesus Seminar, based in Sonoma, California, and co-chaired by Dr. John Dominic Crossan and Dr. Robert W. Funk. The Seminar in general and Crossan in particular have championed a picture of Jesus as a Jewish-peasant equivalent of a wandering Cynic philosopher. Jesus is depicted by Crossan as a social revolutionary opposed to the powers that be, be those powers the priestly hierarchy in the Jerusalem temple or the larger patron-client network in the Roman Empire. An egalitarian feminist, Jesus sought to subvert the hierarchical structures of his day by welcoming one and all to table fellowship and by practicing magic as an alternative to the temple cult. The Seminar tends to deny any future-eschatological element in Jesus’ preaching of the kingdom. With future eschatology excluded, Jesus is seen to be calling his audience to open their eyes to the ever-present kingdom of God available to all in their human experience. The vaguely gnostic tone of this kerygma is not unrelated to the Seminar’s interest in the Coptic Gospel of Thomas.

In fairness, it should be noted that not all members of the Jesus Seminar share these views, and that some members are guided in their research by intense pastoral concerns. For instance, Dr. Marcus Borg, a distinguished member of the Seminar, seeks by his work to help lapsed Christians rediscover Jesus as a meaningful religious figure — a desire reflected in the title of his book Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time. Still, the Jesus Seminar as a whole has faced severe criticism for its methods and conclusions. Both the Cynic and the gnostic coloration of its portrait of Jesus are questionable on the grounds of dating of sources and historical context, and the wholesale elimination of future eschatology from Jesus’ message flies in the face of its widespread attestation in many different gospel sources and literary forms. Despite the Seminar’s protestations to the contrary, it has not avoided the temptation of projecting a modern American agenda onto a first-century Palestinian Jew. It is no wonder, then, that some Catholic scholars in the United States, such as Luke Timothy Johnson, have questioned the thrust not only of the Jesus Seminar but also of the third quest in general. The paradox here is that some Catholic critics have adopted a new version of the once-scandalously skeptical position of Rudolf Bultmann: the quest for the historical Jesus is both historically impossible and theologically illegitimate.

Amid the thrust and parry of mutually exclusive positions, often presented in sensationalistic fashion in the American media, one might well ask: has anything positive emerged from the third quest, or has the whole movement of the last decade been a total fiasco and loss, as some conservative Catholics have claimed? It is the contention of this article that, despite the questionable use of the media to popularize...
highly dubious theses, and despite the consequent loss of academic credibility on the part of some scholars, seven notable gains for serious research have been achieved by the third quest.

I. The Ecumenical and International Dimension

A first gain has been the truly ecumenical and inter-faith nature of the present scholarly dialogue on the historical Jesus. To a large degree, the first two quests were the work of German Protestants. This is not said to denigrate the contributions of great scholars of the past, but inevitably these two quests were colored by and mostly restricted to the theological concerns of Protestant Germany in the late 19th and early-to-mid-20th centuries. The wide spectrum of scholars, Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, and agnostic, who have participated in the third quest not only in the United States but also in Canada, Britain, Germany, and elsewhere has given an international and inter-confessional breadth to the third quest that the former two lacked. To take but a few examples, Ben Witherington, who has stressed the role of Jesus as wisdom teacher, is a conservative Methodist; E.P. Sanders, in a sense the person who launched the third quest, comes from a Methodist background and might best be described as a post-liberal Protestant (though a Texan, he taught for many years in Canada and England); Robert Funk, the founder of the Jesus Seminar, comes out of the Disciples of Christ tradition; N.T. Wright, a perennial opponent of the Jesus Seminar, is an Anglican and the Dean of Lichfield cathedral; and writers of such diverse views as John Dominic Crossan, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, and myself come from Roman Catholic backgrounds. To this can be added the valuable contributions — indeed, the decades-old impetus — of Jewish scholars such as Geza Vermes of Oxford and more recently Paula Fredriksen of Boston University.

At the beginning of Volume One of my multi-volume study, A Marginal Jew, I conjured up the fantasy of an "unpapal conclave", a committee made up of a Catholic, a Protestant, a Jew, and an agnostic, sober historians all, who were locked up in the bowels of the Harvard Divinity School library, put on a spartan diet, and not allowed to emerge until they had hammered out a consensus document on who Jesus of Nazareth was and what he intended in his own time and place. While not intended literally — though some unfortunately took it that way — this unpapal conclave was meant to symbolize in graphic fashion the kind of international and inter-faith cooperation on a central and sensitive religious topic that would have been inconceivable not too many decades ago.

Indeed, in the face of regularly recurring announcements of the demise of the historical-critical method, it should be pointed out that it is precisely historical criticism that has made this dialogue possible across confessional borders by creating a level playing field of research with agreed-upon rules for the procedures of historical inquiry that all can share. It is, after all, historical-critical research that enables scholars of vastly different backgrounds and commitments to propose, test, and adjudicate claims in the public arena by commonly accepted criteria. In fact, it is this maturing, rather than waning, of historical-critical research that has enabled scholars like Sanders to be much more careful than their predecessors about distinguishing strictly historical claims, verifiable by any disinterested practitioner of the academic discipline of history, from theological claims that may be perfectly true but that are known and held by faith.

It is only in the light of this rigorous application of historical standards that one comes to see what was wrong with so much of the first and second quests. All too often, the first and second quests were...
theological projects masquerading as historical projects. Now, there is nothing wrong with a historically
informed theology or christology; indeed, they are to be welcomed and fostered. But a christology that
seeks to profit from historical research into Jesus is not the same thing and must be carefully distinguished
from a purely empirical, historical quest for Jesus that prescinds from or brackets what is known by faith.
This is not to betray faith. It is only to recognize and honor the proper academic distinctions that have
created separate departments of theology and history at major universities, each with its own proper scope,
sources, methods, and criteria of validation. It is this clarification of distinct methods and goals that has
made the present-day inter-faith collaboration possible. Just as the historical Jesus should not have been
used as a stalking-horse for nineteenth-century liberal Protestant theology in Germany, so it should not be
used today as a stalking-horse for a particular philosophy of language, a particular brand of liberation or
feminist theology, or indeed one particular school of late twentieth-century Catholic theology or practice.
Let the historical Jesus be a truly and solely historical reconstruction, with all the lacunae and truncations
of the total reality that a purely historical inquiry into a marginal figure of ancient history will inevitably
involve. After the purely historical project is finished, there will be more than enough time
to ask about correlations with Christian faith and academic christology.15

II. Clarification of the Question of Reliable Sources

A second gain has been a critical rethinking and reexamination of the various texts proposed as
reliable sources for the quest. In the last few decades, practically every source imaginable has been
exploited by one or another scholar. The Jesus Seminar has elevated the Coptic Gospel of Thomas to a
equal status with the four canonical gospels in a book appropriately entitled The Five Gospels. Actually,
when one considers how John’s gospel is largely dismissed by the Seminar, the book should have received
the more pedestrian title of The Four Gospels: the Synoptics plus Thomas. In addition to Thomas, Crossan
has highlighted the 2d-century apocryphal Gospel of Peter. Within Peter, Crossan detects a primitive
Cross Gospel that he claims is the key source of the Passion Narratives of all four canonical gospels.

In the face of this uncritical romping through the apocrypha, I would urge a return to sobriety. It is a
reasonable conclusion of historical-critical research — and not a ploy of apologetics — that

the four canonical gospels are the only lengthy continuous sources for the historical Jesus that have come
down to us. To be sure, the canonical gospels are permeated with the Easter-faith of the early church and
must be carefully sifted with the criteria of historicity — of which more anon. But when so sifted, they
remain our main sources, if also our main problem. Moreover, I readily grant that John’s Gospel, the
supreme example of systematic theology and high christology among the four gospels, presents special
difficulties. Yet, in my opinion, nuggets of important factual information are preserved in John rather than
the Synoptics. These nuggets include Jesus’ close connection with the circle of John the Baptist’s disciples
before his own ministry began, his practice of baptizing followers during his ministry, his frequent trips to
Jerusalem, the duration of his ministry over a number of years, the correct chronology of the Passion, and
the non-Passover nature of the Last Supper. Certainly, the discourses in the Fourth Gospel are, in their
present form, largely the product of the theology and perhaps the homilies of the Johannine community.
But even here, individual logia can provide independent attestation of sayings also found in the Synoptics.
John 12,25 on losing and keeping one’s life (cf. Mark 8,35 parr.; Matt 10,39; Luke 9,24; 14,26) is a striking
case in point.

As for the rest of the NT, the debate over the extent to which Jesus’ sayings (and a few facts about
him) have been preserved in the Epistles, Acts, or Book of Revelation has been extensive and lively,
though I tend toward a minimalistic view, feeling sure of only a few clear examples, mainly in Paul (1 Cor
7,10-11; 9,14; 11,23-26; see also Rom 1,3; 15,8; 1 Cor 15,3-5; also James 5,12; Heb 7,14; 5,7-8; Rev 3,3;
16,15). Outside the NT, while one may argue for the authenticity and independence of a few agrapha, the
only significant independent source is Josephus’ Testimonium Flavianum in Book 18 of his Jewish
Antiquities (18.3.3 §63-64). While debate continues over this passage, I am heartened by the fact that a
number of recent scholars have basically accepted something like my suggested reconstruction of the
authentic core text.

But with Josephus, I tend to think that we have exhausted our independent extracanonical sources.
Tacitus and Pliny the Younger reflect instead what they have heard Christians of their own day say. Despite
various claims, no early rabbinic text (the earliest being the Mishna, composed ca. A.D. 200) contains
information about Jesus, and later rabbinic texts simply reflect knowledge of, and mocking midrash on,
Christian texts and preaching.

In brief, the real gain here has been a more careful evaluation and critical use of our main sources in
the NT along with a more confident acceptance of the core text of Josephus’ Testimonium, a small but
precious piece of independent attestation to Jesus’ existence, ministry, and fate. Even if we wind up
rejecting most of the other sources proposed by various recent scholars, the critical self-awareness of why
we reject them is itself a gain.

III. A More Accurate Picture of Palestinian Judaism

A third gain of the present quest is a much more nuanced and variegated picture of Judaism at the time
of Jesus. Without too much exaggeration, I think it could be said that many portraits of Jesus drawn by the
first and second quests are automatically vitiated by the hopelessly outdated and at times viciously distorted
descriptions of first-century Judaism that shape or warp these portraits. If the study of Jesus the Jew is to be
taken seriously as a historical project, then the Judaism of the first century must be taken seriously in all its
complexity and richness. It cannot be exploited simply as a negative backdrop, for instance as the religion
of a fearsome, distant God who demands works-righteousness, against which the merciful Jesus, preaching
the gospel of love, is then made to stand out and shine. Whether one looks at the Jesus of Rudolf Bultmann
or the Jesus of Günther Bornkamm or the Jesus of Joachim Jeremias, one cannot help but feel that a 1st-
century Jew is being stretched out on the procrustean bed of a German-Evangelical understanding of the
theology of St. Paul.

Perhaps, then, the single greatest justification of the third quest is its attempt to undo the caricatures of
Judaism perpetrated consciously or unconsciously by the first two quests. Of course, this
via negativa of rejecting the distortions of Judaism in the first two quests does not guarantee a clear and uncontested picture of Judaism in contemporary research. One need only survey the competing portraits of the Pharisees drawn by Morton Smith, Jacob Neusner, E. P. Sanders, Anthony Saldarini, Shaye Cohen, Steve Mason, Günter Stemberger, and Roland Deines to appreciate the witty remark of Prof. Joseph Sievers: we know considerably less about the Pharisees than an earlier generation "knew". Nevertheless, there is a positive gain here. One cannot read such works as Sanders’s Judaism: Practice and Belief or Vermes’s Jesus the Jew and proceed to repeat the caricatures of Judaism that used to make it the perfect foil of Jesus or Christianity. One is instead challenged to explain where on the complex and confusing map of first-century Judaism one intends to locate Jesus. In my opinion, the phrase "Jesus the Jew" has become an academic cliché. The real challenge is to unpack that phrase and specify what sort of 1st-century Jew Jesus was.

It was precisely to underline and pose that question as sharply as possible that I chose the provocative title of my series, A Marginal Jew. "Marginal" was my way of trying to pose the problem of Jesus’ precise place on the map of Judaism without resorting to the strategy of speaking about "Judaisms" in the plural, a popular locution in the United States today. While understandable as a way of overcoming a naive idea of some sort of monolithic Judaism in the 1st century, "Judaisms" strikes me as a questionable usage. After all, Christianity and indeed Catholicism display today remarkable varieties of expression and practice, yet few if any would want to condemn academics to speak constantly of "Christianities" and "Catholicisms," however much the use of those phrases now and then might help highlight all the diversity hiding under the singular noun. Similarly, in the face of Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, and Reconstructionist Judaism, we still tend to speak in the singular of "modern Judaism". So too, in my opinion, there is a justification for speaking of "ancient Judaism". Most 1st-century Palestinian Jews, for all their differences, agreed upon such basics as Yahweh, the one true God who had chosen his people Israel, as well as on the importance of circumcision, the food laws, the Jerusalem temple, and the Mosaic Torah. Hence, despite the endless quarrels over various practices, there was a "mainstream" Judaism to which Jesus both belonged and yet over against which he consciously made himself marginal in various respects. It is that paradox in the Jewishness of Jesus that needs to be taken seriously and explored in the context of present-day reconstructions of Palestinian Judaism at the turn of the era. To return, though, to my main point: the third quest deserves credit for its earnest attempt to sketch a historically accurate portrait of 1st-century Judaism in all its diversity and vitality and to situate Jesus the Jew firmly within that portrait.

IV. New Insights from Archaeology, Philology, and Sociology

Connected with a better understanding of Judaism at the turn of the era is the fourth gain of the present quest: the intense use of new insights garnered from archaeology, philology, and sociology to locate Jesus more concretely in his time and place. While one can only be amused by the outlandish claims of some scholars about Jesus’ connection with Qumran, Qumran studies have indeed shed light, not so much on Jesus himself as on the religious milieu in which he operated. Still, some surprising parallels between Qumran and the gospels tempt one to speculation. For instance, in its listing of the various miracles that God will work in the days of the Messiah, 4Q521 displays a tantalizing similarity to Jesus’ reply to the disciples of John the Baptist in Matt 11,2-5 parr., complete with echoes of the prophet Isaiah and references to restoring sight to the blind and raising the dead. Especially striking is how both texts, right after the wonder of raising the dead, mention the further wonder of bringing good news to the poor (or: meek). In a
different vein, documents like 4QMMT, the Temple Scroll, and the Damascus Document have underlined the importance of ha$la4ka= for pre-70 Judaism in general and the Essenes in particular. In some cases, they shed important light on the various Streitgespräche in the gospels that involve legal problems, the hotly contested questions of divorce and Sabbath observance being prime examples.

Qumran has also been of great importance for a better understanding of Palestinian Aramaic. To take but one example: the occurrence of ma4re4) (“Lord”) in the absolute, unmodified state in the Targum of Job (11QtgJob 24,6-7) as a title for God gives the lie to the old claim of Bultmann that such a usage was unthinkable as a title for Yahweh in Palestinian Judaism. It also raises the intriguing possibility that the one and the same Aramaic word was used as a title of respect for, and even faith in, Jesus during his public ministry, that it was then used as a transcendent title for the risen Jesus in the cultic cry Maranatha from the very first days of Jewish-Christian belief and worship, and that it stands behind and helps explain the widespread use of kyrios for Jesus in the New Testament writings. Quite probably, Palestinian Jews for Jesus called him ma4re4) during his public ministry just as the same Jews, now Jews for the risen Lord Jesus, invoked him as ma4re4) after Easter.

Beyond such individual philological points is the larger question of ideas about the Messiah or Messiahs (here the plural is quite appropriate) circulating among Palestinian Jews around the time of Jesus. The documents found at Qumran have reinforced what was already evident from the OT pseudepigrapha in general: there was no one normative view of a Messiah at the turn of the era. Rather, various views about the Messiah or Messiahs competed or meshed in the minds of those Jews interested in the question. Not every Jew was. Indeed, scholars today debate to what extent expectation of some sort of messiah or eschatological savior figure was a widespread or a relatively isolated phenomenon in Palestinian Judaism in the first centuries B.C. and A.D. Especially intriguing is the typology hammered out by John J. Collins in his The Scepter and the Star. Among the various messianic types scattered in the intertestamental literature, he discerns the figures of a royal Davidic Messiah, a dyarchy of a priestly Messiah and a royal Messiah, the combination of the roles of teacher, priest, and prophet in one figure, and an angelic or heavenly savior figure who bears designations like "Son of Man" or "Son of God". This multiplicity of at times overlapping or meshing messianic types is enlightening for those who see in Jesus’ implicit or explicit claims more than one messianic pattern. It seems to me that most of the material that we can trace back to the public ministry of Jesus reflects the pattern of a miracle-working eschatological prophet wearing the mantle of Elijah. Yet in the triumphal entry into Jerusalem and the cleansing of the temple there seems implied a certain royal Davidic claim. It may be that Jesus reflects the syncretistic tendencies of his time in meshing more than one messianic role in his own claim and conduct. The material from Qumran certainly could lend support to this view.

Likewise helpful has been the application of the insights of sociology and cross-cultural anthropology to the third quest. All too often in the past, the historical Jesus reconstructed by scholars betrayed its origins in a university seminar room where abstract topics from Christian theology were readily placed on the lips of a supposedly 1st-century Jew. The insistence by present-day practitioners of the sociology of the New Testament that the historical Jesus be rooted in the soil, customs, and worldview of
first-century Jewish Palestine with its values of honor and shame, its perception of limited goods, its ideas about kinship and marriage, its concern about purity rules, and its complicated political and economic systems is all to the good. One particular aspect of the sociological approach that has had great impact on academic studies in the United States is the question of the women who followed the historical Jesus during his public ministry. The great name here is Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, whose controversial book *In Memory of Her* has had incalculable influence on American academics, both male and female. In the last decade or two, a veritable flood of articles and books on the subject has flowed from American universities and colleges. While a good deal of the material is obviously written with an eye to present-day problems in both church and society, scholars have come to appreciate both the danger of overlooking what is said or implied about women in the gospels and the enrichment of the portrait of the historical Jesus that results from taking the presence and actions of his female followers seriously.

V. Clarification of the Criteria of Historicity

A fifth gain of the third quest is the improvement in the articulation and use of criteria of historicity. When one looks back to the work of Bultmann, one is surprised at how intuitive many of his judgments about historicity were. For instance, one is almost embarrassed to read in his *Geschichte* his argument in favor of the authenticity of Luke 11,20 par., a logion that asserts that Jesus’ exorcisms make present the kingdom of God. Bultmann says that this saying can claim "the highest degree of authenticity that we are in a position to accept for a saying of Jesus" because "it is filled with the feeling of eschatological power that the appearance of Jesus must have conveyed." The master skeptic of form criticism can be oddly subjective, not to say romantic, when evaluating the historicity of individual sayings. It is relatively rare that Bultmann argues the pros and cons of historicity at great length; usually a short pronouncement suffices. In the very act of studying Jesus’ authoritative pronouncements, he creates his own.

The post-Bultmannians were usually more careful. In Ernst Käsemann, Günther Bornkamm, and their colleagues, we begin to see the more explicit articulation of individual criteria of historicity. A somewhat different approach, emphasizing more the arguments that could be fashioned from the supposed Aramaic substratum and poetic rhythm of Jesus’ sayings, was championed by Joachim Jeremias and his followers. Yet it is only in the last few decades that the definition and proper application of criteria have been debated at length and refined. Some criteria that were once widely appealed to have fallen out of favor, while others have been more carefully formulated. For example, an appeal to the presence of Aramaic vocabulary, grammar, and syntax in reconstructed forms of the sayings of Jesus seems much less probative of authenticity today than it did perhaps fifty years ago. After all, a good number of the earliest Christians were Palestinian Jews whose native tongue was the same Aramaic Jesus spoke. How do we know that the supposed Aramaic substratum beneath a particular gospel saying goes back to Jesus teaching in A.D. 29 rather than to one of his Palestinian Jewish-Christian disciples teaching in A.D. 35? Likewise, the ease or difficulty with which a gospel saying can be retroverted into Aramaic supplies no sure criterion. Ease of retroversion might depend on the degree to which an Aramaic saying — be it from Jesus or from early Christians — was translated into Greek in a literal, wooden way or in an elegant, creative way sensitive to Greek modes of expression.
In a similar vein, Joachim Jeremias sought to use the distinctive rhythm and rhetorical structures he discerned in the sayings of Jesus as a criterion of authenticity. The problem here is the danger of circular logic. One must first have a fund of sayings that most probably come from Jesus before one can abstract from them particular rhythms and rhetoric distinctive of Jesus. And what if early disciples of Jesus, not as obtuse as those depicted in Mark’s Gospel, imitated the rhetorical style of the Master they had listened to for a number of years? Presumably Jesus did not have a monopoly on rhythmic Aramaic and antithetical parallelism in first-century Palestinian Judaism. Similar objections could be raised against criteria that appeal to the Palestinian environment reflected in Gospel sayings, since some of Jesus’ Jewish disciples obviously continued to live in Palestine for decades after his crucifixion.

But not all criteria have been found wanting when tested in the fires of debate. Thanks to scholarly dialogue and gradual corrections, critics are able to use some criteria today with a better sense of their proper purpose and limitations. For example, early on the precise distinction between the criterion of embarrassment (or contradiction) on the one hand and the criterion of discontinuity (or dissimilarity) on the other was hazy at best. Ongoing dialogue has helped refine these tools. To take one instance: the historicity of the baptism of Jesus by John the Baptist is based largely on the criterion of embarrassment, not discontinuity. Both the Baptist and the early church practiced a rite of baptism, as apparently did Jesus during his public ministry (John 3,22–4,1; cf. the negation of this embarrassing tradition by the Final Redactor of the gospel in 4,2). Hence the criterion of discontinuity does not apply.

However, the gospel sources betray an increasing uneasiness or embarrassment with the superior, sinless Jesus being baptized with a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins by his supposed inferior, John the Baptist. Thus, Matthew places an explanatory dialogue before the baptism to stress Jesus’ superiority to the Baptist (Matt 3,14-15). Luke removes the Baptist from the event by noting his imprisonment by Herod Antipas (3,19-20) before mentioning ever so briefly Jesus’ baptism (3,21); no administrator of the rite is explicitly indicated. The Fourth Evangelist suppresses the entire event of Jesus’ baptism by John, while retaining the christological theophany, now narrated after the fact by the Baptist and completely detached from the original context of Jesus’ baptism (John 1,32-34). Indeed, one might see the theophany itself as the earliest example of a Christian attempt to resolve the inherent embarrassment of Jesus’ being baptized by John: no less an authority than God himself declares to Jesus that "you [and not the Baptist] are my beloved Son" (Mark 1,11 parr.).

While embarrassment, as a distinct criterion, has its own force and value, it also has, like the other criteria, its built-in limitations. First, relatively little material in the gospels falls under this criterion. Second, there is the hermeneutical problem that what we might judge embarrassing today might not seem embarrassing for the first Christian Jews. To take a famous instance: a prime example of the criterion of embarrassment has traditionally been the cry of dereliction from the cross (Mark 15,34 par.): "My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" Yet the more one appreciates that the Psalms of the suffering just man form an important underlying grid for the theology of the primitive Passion Narrative, and the more one appreciates that allusions to such psalms are scattered throughout the Passion Narratives of the four gospels, and the more one appreciates that Psalm 22 has already been alluded to earlier in the Marcan and Matthean narratives of the dividing of Jesus’ garments (Mark 15,24 par.), and the more one appreciates that the opening words of Psalm 22 would be immediately identifiable to Christian Jews as a venerable prayer of lamentation, then the more one must question whether the criterion of embarrassment really applies here.
Obviously, embarrassment may have been a factor when Luke (23,46), toward the end of the first century, rewrote the Marcan Passion Narrative for a Gentile audience and substituted the much more comforting Ps 31,5 ("Into your hands I commend my spirit") for Psalm 22. But this tells us nothing about the original event. If anything, it highlights the importance of placing the criterion of embarrassment within the context of Jewish sensitivities. The criterion of embarrassment therefore has both distinct limitations as well as distinct advantages.

Needless to say, the same holds true of the criterion of discontinuity. Discontinuity was a favorite criterion first of Bultmann, then of Käsemann, and still later of Norman Perrin. Perrin, in particular, exalted it as the fundamental criterion that allows us to distill an assured minimum of material coming from the historical Jesus. However, as many critics have pointed out since, discontinuity carries with it a number of problems. We are not so well informed about either Judaism or Christianity in the 1st century A.D. that we can always affirm with certainty that a particular action or teaching of Jesus is unique to him. Moreover, even when we can apply discontinuity, the obsession with what is unique to Jesus can result in a caricature cut off from the Judaism that formed him and the faith of the disciples that he formed. Jesus makes sense as a historical phenomenon and could function as an effective teacher in 1st-century Palestine only if he was very much connected with his past, present, and immediate future. Then, too, what is unique to Jesus is not always identical with what is central to his message. Discontinuity argues, for instance, that Jesus, unlike contemporary Judaism and later Christianity, forbade fasting by his followers. Now, this is a precious nugget of information; it confirms Jesus’ sense that the kingdom of God was somehow already present, at least partially, in his ministry. Yet no one would want to make the prohibition of fasting the central or defining characteristic of Jesus’ message and mission.

I would suggest that, if we are to continue to use the problematic category of "unique" in describing the historical Jesus, perhaps it is best to use it not so much of individual sayings or deeds of Jesus as of the total Gestalt, the total configuration or pattern of this Jew who proclaimed the present yet future kingdom, who was also an itinerant prophet and miracle worker in the guise of Elijah, who was also a teacher and interpreter of the Mosaic Law, who was also a charismatic leader who called disciples to follow him at great price, who was also a religious personage whose perceived messianic claims wound up getting him crucified by the Roman prefect, in the end, a crucified religious figure who was soon proclaimed by his followers as risen from the dead and Lord of all. It is this total and astounding configuration of traits and claims that makes for the uniqueness of Jesus as a historical figure within 1st-century Judaism.

Another criterion that has been refined in recent decades is the criterion of multiple attestation of sources and forms. Much more than in the past, scholars are aware that multiple attestation means something more than simply counting up the number of occurrences of a particular saying or story. One must be attentive to the intersecting of different sources with different literary forms, all attesting to the same basic idea or tradition. At times, it is perhaps a basic motif of Jesus’ preaching rather than a particular saying that enjoys such multiple attestation. Then, too, what is multiply attested may be the absence of a particular motif in Jesus’ preaching and deeds. For example, the absence of the motif of misogyny is multiply attested in the various wisdom sayings of Jesus (as contrasted with Jewish wisdom and some later Christian views), and this in turn is confirmed by his practice of permitting women to follow him, hear his teaching, and minister to him. But to appreciate fully the importance of a clearly defined criterion of multiple attestation, we should move on to the sixth gain.

VI. Adequate Treatment of the Miracle Tradition
Indirectly connected with the clearer definition and more rigorous use of criteria is a sixth gain of the third quest: a more positive treatment of the miracle tradition in the gospels. Symptomatic of the disdain for the topic among the practitioners of Religionsgeschichte at the beginning of the 20th century is the remark of Wilhelm Bousset in his *Kyrios Christos*: "We are still able to see clearly how the earliest tradition of Jesus' life was still relatively free from the miraculous." Actually, this stance simply reflects the intellectual inheritance of the Enlightenment. A famous popular expression of the same mindset in the United States in the early 19th century was an edition of the gospels published by Thomas Jefferson, who conveniently omitted all the miracles. Bultmann, of course, was not so uncritical, though little more than a page of his *Jesus and the Word* focuses directly on Jesus’ performance of miracles. If anything, the treatment of Jesus’ miracles is even more jejune in Bultmann’s *Theology of the New Testament*. The post-Bultmannians were hardly more sanguine about the subject. Hans Conzelmann devotes a single paragraph to Jesus’ miracles in his article on Jesus in the 3d edition of the *RGG*; Günther Bornkamm gives the subject some three pages out of 231 pages (counting according to the pagination in the English translation) in his book *Jesus of Nazareth*. In contrast, Martin Dibelius dedicated a short chapter to miracles in his *Jesus* book, but one must admit that, until recently, the post-Bultmannian refusal to give Jesus’ miracles extensive treatment has prevailed in many reconstructions of the historical Jesus.

It is in this neglected area that various participants in the third quest have made solid contributions, though at times in a back-handed way. The great example of the back-handed contribution early on was the book by Morton Smith, *Jesus the Magician*. Despite the sensationalistic portrayal of Jesus as a magician secretly practicing libertine rituals, Smith was right to criticize the unbalanced Bultmannian picture focusing on Jesus as a teacher and preacher of the word. Such a truncated picture, claimed Smith, largely ignored the massive presence of the miracle tradition in the sources, a tradition that went back to the historical Jesus and helped explain his immense — if ultimately fatal — popularity with the Palestinian crowds. Crossan took up and popularized Smith’s insight, including (unfortunately, in my view) the identification of Jesus’ miracles with Hellenistic magic. Other scholars, such as E.P. Sanders and David Aune, confirmed Smith’s positive insight about the importance of the miracles for understanding the historical Jesus, although they remained chary of Smith’s enthusiastic championing of the label "magician" as an overall description of Jesus. Individual monographs, such as Graham Twelftree’s *Jesus the Exorcist* and Stevan Davies’s *Jesus the Healer*, have continued to bolster the miracle tradition’s claim to basic historicity.

Still, as I came to treat the subject in Volume Two of *A Marginal Jew*, I felt that the entire question needed a fresh and full airing, beginning with basic methodological problems. As one approaches this contentious subject, one must be clear from the start about what exactly a historian can say about Jesus’ miracles. In my view, the claim that a particular event is an instance of God directly working a miracle in human affairs is, of its nature, a philosophical or theological claim that a historian may indeed record and study but cannot, given the nature of his or her discipline, verify. The assertion that God has acted directly in a given situation to perform a miracle is an assertion that can be affirmed and known as true only in the realm of faith.

Therefore, in the quest for the historical Jesus, what a historian
acting within the restrictions of his or her academic discipline can do is ask a more modest question: whether the claim or belief that Jesus performed miracles during his public ministry goes back to the historical Jesus and his actions or whether instead it is an example of the faith and missionary propaganda of the early church retrojected onto the historical Jesus. As we have seen, Bousset claimed that the latter was the case, and many in the Bultmannian tradition have tended partly or wholly to agree. It is this older religiönsge schichtlich consensus that the many participants in the third quest have questioned. Many scholars today would emphasize that miracle working, faith healing, or exorcism formed a major part of Jesus’ public ministry and contributed in no small degree to the favorable attention of the crowds and the unhealthy attention of the authorities.

In support of this emerging trend in the third quest, I maintain that a number of the criteria argue forcefully in favor of the global assertion that, during his public ministry, Jesus claimed to work what we would call miracles and that his followers — and at times even his enemies — thought he did so.

(a) The single most important criterion in this question is the multiple attestation of sources and forms. Every gospel source (Mark, Q, the special Matthean source, the special Lucan source, and John) as well as Josephus in Book 18 of his Jewish Antiquities (Ant. 18.3.3 §63-64) affirms that Jesus performed a number of miracles. This multiple attestation of sources is complemented by the multiple attestation of literary forms. For example, in Mark, Q, and John, both narratives about Jesus and sayings of Jesus (in addition, at times, to statements by other people) affirm Jesus’ miracle-working activity.

(b) Closely intertwined with the criterion of multiple attestation of sources and forms is the criterion of coherence. The various narratives about Jesus and sayings of Jesus from many different sources do not simply lie side by side like discrete and hermetically sealed units. In a remarkable, unforced way they converge, mesh, and mutually support one another. For example, the various narratives of exorcisms in Mark, such as the Gerasene demoniac in Mark 5,1-20 or the possessed boy in Mark 9,14-29, cry out for some deeper explanation. What is the meaning of these exorcisms? How do they fit into Jesus’ overall proclamation and ministry? The Marcan narratives, taken by themselves, do not say. But the various sayings about exorcism in both Mark and Q give the answer in terms of God’s powerful reign already present and vanquishing the power of Satan over the lives of individual members of God’s chosen people. Likewise, many individual healing narratives in Mark lack any wider explanation, which instead is given by the Q logion of Jesus in Matt 11,5-6 par.: the hoped-for healing of God’s people in the end-time, prophesied by Isaiah, is now coming to pass. What is noteworthy here is how deeds and sayings cut across different sources and form-critical categories to create a meaningful whole. This neat, elegant, and unforced "fit" argues strongly for the basic historicity of the miracle tradition in the gospels.

One could add secondary arguments from the other criteria, though their probative value in this case is debatable. For example, discontinuity does point out that accounts of Jesus’ miracles were written down by Mark and Q some forty years after the events narrated. By comparison, written versions of the miracle traditions of Apollonius of Tyana, H9oni the Circle Drawer, and Hanina ben-Dosa were composed only centuries after the events recorded. Then, too, in the early rabbinic sources, H9oni and H9anina are represented as holy men whose powerful prayers were answered with needed rainfall or the healing of illness. They themselves, though, in the earliest traditions, are not represented as miracle-workers in the strict sense of that term — the sense in which Jesus was considered a miracle-worker during his public ministry.

Minor support might also be sought from the striking fact that, far from engaging in wild legendary creations of names of petitioners, beneficiaries, and places, most miracle stories are bereft of such concrete information. Indeed, a later gospel such as Matthew sometimes drops these traits when they exist in Mark. All the more noteworthy, then, are the very rare cases where such names do occur: namely, the raising of
the daughter of Jairus, the healing of the blind Bartimaeus near Jericho, and the raising of Lazarus at Bethany. I hasten to add that these minor considerations are just that, minor. But they may have a certain confirmatory force when added to the arguments from the major criteria of multiple attestation and coherence.

Nevertheless, there is a logical Achilles’ heel in this global argument, especially in regard to the criterion of multiple attestation. At first glance, the multiple attestation is massive and impressive. But what if we examined the various miracle stories in the different sources one by one and found out that each one turned out to be a creation of the early church? The initially impressive argument from multiple attestation would collapse. Hence, after my chapter on the global argument for historicity, I felt that intellectual honesty demanded that I proceed to probe every single miracle story in the four gospels to see whether this objection held. After some four hundred pages of testing, I came to the conclusion that at least some of the miracle stories and sayings went back to the historical Jesus. The tally includes two or three exorcisms, various healings of blind, deaf, and generally sick people, and sayings of Jesus that affirm that he performed exorcisms and healings, material spread over the Marcan, Q, special Lucan, and Johannine traditions. Indeed, the stories of raising the dead found in Mark, the special Lucan tradition, and John, plus an assertion about raising the dead in a Q saying (Matt 11,5-6 par.) make it likely that, during his public ministry, Jesus claimed to have raised the dead. So much for an Enlightenment Jesus. As for the so-called "nature miracles" (a very inadequate category for various types of miracles), they did not fare as well in my testing. In my opinion, only the feeding of the multitude has a fair claim to go back to some remarkable event in Jesus’ lifetime.

Still, the upshot of this lengthy inventory is basically positive. Not only the global argument but also the probing of all the individual miracle stories and sayings point to a historical Jesus who claimed and was believed by his disciples to have worked miracles during his public ministry. This conclusion, in turn, has great significance for an overall picture of the historical Jesus. Apart from the Jesus Seminar, most participants in the third quest would agree that Jesus was, at the very least, an eschatological prophet proclaiming the imminent coming of God’s definitive rule and kingdom, a rule and kingdom made present even now in Jesus’ authoritative teaching and mighty deeds of healing. As a number of sayings from different sources (like Mark 3,24-27; Matt 11,5-6 par.; Luke 11,20 par.) make clear, Jesus’ exorcisms and healings are not just kind deeds to distressed individuals but signs and partial realizations of God’s final victory over sin, illness, death, and Satan as he liberates and rules his people Israel "in the last days".

But this insight brings us to a further point. If Jesus presented himself as an eschatological prophet who performed a whole series of miracles, what Old Testament figure or model would naturally be conjured up in the minds of 1st-century Palestinian Jews? In the Jewish Scriptures, only three great prophetic figures perform a whole series of miracles: Moses, Elijah, and Elisha. Of these three, Moses never raises an individual dead person to life. And if we ask which of these three is expected to return to Israel in the end-time to prepare it for God’s definitive reign, the answer from Malachi and Ben Sira through the intertestamental writings to the rabbinic literature is: Elijah. I would therefore contend that it is not the early Marcan, Q, or Johannine traditions that first thought of Jesus in terms of the miracle-working, eschatological prophet wearing the mantle of Elijah, though they certainly may have developed this idea. The traditions coming from the historical Jesus strongly suggest that he consciously chose to present himself to his fellow Israelites in this light. How this coheres — or whether it coheres — with the gospel traditions that portray Jesus as the awaited Davidic Messiah or present him speaking of himself as the Son of Man is a problem with which I must still grapple. However one views the
relationship among these competing traditions and titles, I think that the critically sifted data of the gospels
demand that the depiction of Jesus as the eschatological prophet working miracles à la Elijah must be a key
element in the reconstruction of the historical Jesus — which is to say, in effect, that the miracle tradition is
likewise a key element. The validation of this insight is a major contribution of the third quest.

VII. Taking the Jewishness of Jesus Seriously

Finally, many aspects of the six gains already mentioned in this article contribute to a seventh gain: an
emphasis that was theoretically affirmed in the past but hardly ever exploited to its full potential — namely,
the Jewishness of Jesus. As we look at the proliferation of titles and subtitles of books like Jesus the Jew,
The Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant, or A Marginal Jew, we can sense a shift in the very way
scholars of any stripe feel they must approach the question today. And yet this new — or revitalized —
orientation creates a new set of problems for scholars. For example, what writings are considered most
relevant in defining the Palestinian Judaism that formed Jesus and his earliest followers? Needless to say,
one must first look to the Jewish Scriptures. Yet nothing like a closed canon existed at the time, and one
must wonder what an open and fluctuating canon would have meant to Galilean peasants as distinct from
learned élites in Jerusalem. Moreover,

within the corpus of Jewish Scriptures, one must ask what books seem to have shaped Jesus’ message the
most. Certainly, Isaiah and the Psalms appear to be better candidates than Leviticus and Chronicles.

At the same time, we cannot think of Jesus endlessly poring over scrolls like some scribe housed at
Qumran or in Jerusalem. Much of the Jewish Scriptures probably entered his memory and imagination
through public reading and preaching. In turn, we must ask what interpretive, homiletic, or midrashic
traditions mediated the Scriptures to Jesus. Are we to look primarily at what we call the Old Testament
pseudepigrapha of an early date, or at some of the writings from Qumran that do not seem to be distinctive
of that community but rather reflect widely disseminated ideas at the time, or should we look into the
future, to the classical Targums or the early rabbinic literature, with all the massive problems of dating that
involves?

On the other hand, to what extent should we presuppose that Jesus had contact with the hellenized
cities of Galilee like Sepphoris, the subject of much recent archaeological work, publication, and
speculation? Are we to imagine that he imbibed Greek culture at the Sepphoris theater? Or should we take
seriously the gospel picture, in which Jesus frequents Jewish towns and villages in Galilee but is never
active in any large hellenized city in Palestine with the obvious exception of Jerusalem? This in turn
raises the question of the validity of the whole approach of some members of the Jesus Seminar, who have
so emphasized the pagan Greco-Roman background of Jesus’ life and preaching and his similarity to a
wandering Cynic philosopher that some of the Seminar’s opponents have accused them of engaging in a
new de-Judification of Jesus.

While I would not go that far, I think that the heavy emphasis by some scholars on larger pagan
Greco-Roman cultural forces has obscured the specific Palestinian-Jewish coloration of this man from
Nazareth. To be sure, Hellenistic culture had long since penetrated Palestine. But the degree and nature of
such penetration probably varied a great deal from city to town or from town to village, and various Jews
responded variously to the cultural incursion, some consciously embracing it, others consciously seeking to
avoid or exclude it, and others unconsciously imbibing it while remaining in their own eyes faithful Jews.
The exact extent of Hellenistic influence on Jesus himself is certainly debatable, and I do not favor an apologetic stance that would seek to exclude it entirely. Various aspects of Jesus’ ministry, such as the model of the itinerant religious figure recruiting disciples who travel with him, may reflect wider Greco-Roman cultural currents. Nevertheless, I think that the sources we possess argue strongly that the preponderance of religious and cultural influences molding his life and message were native Palestinian-Jewish, however this category is more precisely defined. In brief, apart from the Jesus Seminar, most participants in the third quest, be they E.P. Sanders, James Charlesworth, or Craig Evans, have helped make "Jesus the Jew" more than just a fashionable academic slogan.

After having been militantly historical and non-theological throughout this article, I would like, paradoxically, to conclude with a theological postscript on the Jewishness of Jesus. In my opinion, the third quest’s emphasis on the Jewishness of Jesus has willy-nilly made a lasting contribution to christology. No one could be stronger than myself when it comes to insisting on the distinction between the area of academic history called the quest for the historical Jesus and the branch of theology (i.e., faith seeking understanding) called christology. Yet theology, unlike basic Christian faith, is a cultural artifact reflecting the dominant intellectual tendencies of a given time and place. Given the rise of history as a critical, academic discipline in the West in the 19th century, any christology that seeks to be intellectually and academically respectable in a European-North American context must ask how it should incorporate insights from the third quest into its theological project.

I would suggest that one definite gain that must be incorporated is the last one I have listed, the true and thorough Jewishness of Jesus. From the Council of Chalcedon onwards, the touchstone of genuine Christian faith in Christ has been the formula "truly divine and truly human". Yet it is not too much of an exaggeration to say that, in defense of the "truly divine," the "truly human" has sometimes been obscured or swallowed up in a sort of crypto-monophysitism. What the third quest can supply as an aid to regaining the Chalcedonian balance is the firm *basso continuo* of "truly Jewish" as the concrete, historical expression and underpinning of the theological "truly human". To speak in Johannine terms: when the Word became flesh, the Word did not simply take on an all-purpose, generic, one-size-fits-all human nature. Such a view would not take seriously the radical historicity of both human existence and divine revelation. The Word became truly flesh insofar as the Word became truly Jewish. No true Jewishness, no true humanity. Hence, contrary to the charge that the high christology of orthodox Christianity necessarily leads to a covert theological anti-Semitism, I think that a proper understanding of the Chalcedonian formula, illuminated by the third quest, necessarily leads to a ringing affirmation of the Jewishness of the flesh the Word assumed. Even if the third quest has no other impact on contemporary christology, the emphatic reaffirmation of the Jewishness of Jesus will make the whole enterprise worthwhile. Something lasting will have been gained.
Despite the questionable method and positions of the Jesus Seminar, the third quest for the historical Jesus has resulted in seven notable gains as compared with the old quests. (1) The third quest has an ecumenical and international character. (2) It clarifies the question of reliable sources. (3) It presents a more accurate picture of first-century Judaism. (4) It employs new insights from archaeology, philology, and sociology. (5) It clarifies the application of criteria of historicity. (6) It gives proper attention to the miracle tradition. (7) It takes the Jewishness of Jesus with utter seriousness.
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